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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Bava Basra 21a) states that if one owns a house on 
a jointly-held property, he may not conduct business there as a 
doctor, a weaver, a bloodletter or a teacher, nor may he rent the 
house to another for such a purpose as this will increase traffic in 
the area, which will disturb the co-owner neighbors. The 
Shulchan Aruch (n"uj 156:1) rules accordingly but the Rema adds 
that he may sell his house to such a person, who will then have to 
deal with the neighbors' objections. However, the Rema 
concludes, he may only sell to a Jew. The Lubavitcher Rebbe, 
writing in HaPardes (453:7, 1969) argued that if renting to one of 
these professions was prohibited because it could negatively 
affect the neighborhood's standards, how much more so should 
the sale of any real property within a Jewish community to non-
Jews be prohibited, where their very presence will jeopardize the 
Jewish standards of the area. In fact, the Sifra (rvc 3) derives 
from: l,hngk rfnn urfn, hfu that when one has something to sell, 
whether real or personal property, he may only sell to a Jew. The 
Rebbe argues further, citing the Rema (ibid 155:22) who cites a 
ruling of the Mordechai concerning a certain duke who wished to 
increase his tax base by "encouraging" Jews living in other areas 
and under the dominion of other nobles to move and place 
themselves under his rule. He threatened those Jews already under 
his power with expulsion if they were unsuccessful in arranging 
this mass move. The Mordechai ruled that to protect the interests 
of the threatened Kehilah, the targeted Jews were obligated to 
alleviate the danger to the threatened Jews by moving to the 
duke's area. The Rebbe's position was that to prevent the 
deterioration of a Jewish communal area (e.g. Crown Heights), it 
might very well be required for those who had sold to non-Jews 
and moved away, to move back, in order to restore stability.    

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Just as one must feed his animals who depend upon him before 
eating himself, must one also feed one’s small children first, and a 
nursing mother her infant before eating herself ? 

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Is a brocho said over an evil gentile king ? )  
The brocho: osu rack usucfn ekja is said over any gentile ruler 
even if evil (e.g. Pharaoh), provided he has life-or-death power, as 
long as he was duly elected by his constituency, as this is deemed 
to be appointed by Shomayim. However, one does not recite the 
brocho over a ruler who descends from ekng grz. 

DIN'S CORNER:  
Because of the time difference between the United States and 
Eretz Yisroel, a visiting U.S. business owner will begin Shabbos 
in Eretz Yisroel while his business is still operating in the U.S.   
Although generally we determine Issurei Melachah based on the 
owner’s location, here the Issur would be one of benefiting from 
Melachah on Shabbos. Since the activity is being performed in a 
place where it is not yet Shabbos, there is no Melachah benefit to 
be attributed to him.  (Teshuvos V’Hanhagos 4:83)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Shevuos 35b) states that any prefix or suffix that is 
added to Hashem’s name, whether before it (e.g. ‘sk or ‘sc – the 
k or the c) or after it (e.g. ub-heukt or of-heukt – the ub or the of) 
may be erased. Others disagree with regard to suffixes, arguing 
that Hashem’s name has already infused Kedusha into the ub or the 
of and they may also not be erased. The Avnei Tzedek (s”uh 114)  
suggests that their Machlokes only applies to where the ub or the 
of were written crooked or in some other unattractive way, where 
the first opinion would allow them to be erased and rewritten 
properly, and the second opinion would not allow it. However, 
where they were written in error (e.g. ub instead of of or vice-
versa), all should agree that it is permitted to erase and correct it.  
Could erasure be permitted just because the writing is somewhat 
unappealing, as the first opinion would hold ? The Shvus Yaakov 
(1:37) ruled that where one began to light wax Chanukah candles, 
and was then presented with the more preferable olive oil,  he 
should nevertheless continue lighting the wax candles he had 
prepared. If he had not yet begun using the wax candles, then he 
should use the olive oil. If so, one should certainly not “replace” 
the existing ub or of by erasing them if the purpose is only to 
improve appearance. However, the Chayei Adam (11:32) points 
out how the Gemara (Bava Basra 3b) states that Bava b. Buta 
advised Herod to repair the Beis HaMikdash by first razing it and 
then rebuilding it. Apparently, beautifying the Beis HaMikdash 
was a purpose that permitted destruction of its current structure, 
which is a Torah Issur. The Divrei Yatziv (s”uh 180) views an 
unappealing suffix of ub or of as a form of Rodef which deprives 
Hashem’s name of its proper beauty, and as such, the suffix 
should be erased and rewritten. Nevertheless, where a Sofer had 
written of-heukt ‘s hbt …oh,kgd tku oh,xtn tk where he should 
have written ov-heukt, the Divrei Yatziv ruled that the letters 
“heukt” be covered, and a child brought in to erase the of with an 
adult’s oversight, after which the letters ov should be written in 
their place, so as to preserve the vghrh from becoming Sheimos.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R’ Michoel Herman was one of the early 20th century administrators of 
Kollel Shomrei HaChomos which helped to support many poor families 
in Eretz Yisroel. When R’ Michoel merited to reach the age of ninety, he 
was very weak and could no longer walk. One day, his grandson, R’ 
Shmuel Ashkenazi came to inform him that he was making a Vort for his 
oldest daughter that night, and R’ Michoel asked him with whom. When 
R’ Shmuel said “R’ Ephraim Izak” who was a grandson of the Lelover 
Rebbe, R’ Michoel turned white, and then said he wished to attend the 
Vort. R’ Shmuel tried to talk him out of it, as it would be a strain but his 
grandfather insisted. And so, R’ Michoel was transported by his 
grandchildren in a chair, up the 3 flights of stairs, and he participated in 
the Simcha. Afterwards, he told his family that many years before, the 
Lelover Rebbe had wanted his son to marry R’ Michoel’s daughter, but 
R’ Michoel had said: “We are simple people; I am afraid to be 
Meshadech with Gedolim”. The Rebbe attempted to be Meshadech with 
R’ Michoel’s next daughter, but that also did not work out. The Rebbe 
then said to R’ Michoel: “Nothing will help you, R’ Michoel. Eventually, 
we will  be Meshadech with each other”. And so it came true. 
P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored by the Sorscher family.  


